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Amnesty Not the Answer for GOP
Because Ronald Reagan granted amnesty
to three million mostly Hispanic immigrants
in 1986, Republicans feel all but compelled
to grant amnesty 11 million such immigrants
in 2013. 

When asked why Republicans are more open
to pursuing “a pathway to citizenship” today
than they were just a few years back, John
McCain offered a reply that is refreshing for
its frankness: “Elections. Elections.” The
Republican senator from Arizona, former
presidential candidate, and longtime
supporter of amnesty explained: “The
Republican Party is losing the support of
Hispanic citizens.”

Numerous polls have indicated that
McCain’s assessment is flat out wrong, that
“Hispanic citizens” — i.e., those Hispanics
that are here legally — are about as opposed
to illegal immigration as is the average
American. Such polls shouldn’t be
necessary, though, to see that amnesty does
not promise to be a winning ticket for the
GOP. There is one simple fact that should
make this plain: The GOP remains
chronically unpopular among Hispanics in
spite of the fact that it was a Republican
president who granted the one and only
amnesty for Hispanic immigrants that this
country has had.

But if it isn’t their resistance to amnesty, it may be asked, then why do Hispanics continue to vote
overwhelmingly for Democrats?

To answer this question, we need to do something that few politicians from either party are willing to
do: speak truthfully. And the truth is this: The reason that Hispanics, along with blacks and Asians, vote
in massive numbers for Democrats has everything to do with racial politics.

Everyone knows this. Few people are willing to say it.

There aren’t many things in American politics capable of commanding a trans-racial consensus. That
the Democratic Party is the party of entitlements, though, is something that is recognized by Americans
of all colors and creeds. And let’s face it: A growing number of Americans, of all races, find the offer of
something for nothing irresistible.
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Yet for non-whites, the Democrats’ lure is that much more powerful, for the Democratic Party is also
universally recognized as the party of so-called “affirmative action,” of endless privileges and benefits
for racial minorities.

The professional and monetary benefits to be had from voting Democrat are enough to attract many
non-whites. For others, however, the attraction runs more deeply than this. 

The Republican Party, both its leadership and its rank-and-file, consists primarily of whites. In our new,
multicultural America of which, as Time magazine said, Barack Obama is both “symbol” and “author,”
this alone is enough to render it suspect. But it also consists of whites who repeatedly talk about
“personal responsibility,” “individualism,” “capitalism,” “the Founders,” “the Constitution,” “the
Declaration of Independence,” etc. — words that, thanks to the tireless labors of race activists, are
taken by many non-whites as “code” for racism.

There is no small number of non-whites who don’t so much vote for the Democratic Party as
vote against “the racist” Republican Party.

Whether it is 1100 or 11 million Hispanic immigrants who are granted amnesty, it is this many voters
whom the Democrats can add to their base. Obviously, the Democrats know this, for if not, they would
not be leaning on the Republicans to endorse it. Just as Democrats do Republicans no good turn in
telling them which candidates they should run for office, they do them no good turn in telling them that
amnesty is the key for Republicans to win future elections!

But let’s play along here for a moment. If Republicans want to expand their “outreach” efforts, maybe in
addition to amnesty, they should consider doing some of the following:

First, they should voluntarily relinquish some of their seats in Congress and hand them over to the
Hispanics, blacks, and Asians of their choosing. 

Second, they should become the most unapologetic apologists for socialism, affirmative action, Spanish
as our first language, and the end of a “war on drugs” that has left a disproportionately large number of
young black and Hispanic males incarcerated or dead. 

Third, they must forswear all talk of a “War on Terror” or “Islamism” or whatever they want to call it,
for whatever name they assign to the belligerents upon whom they would have the U.S. military set its
sights, those belligerents are non-white. How can Republicans expect to win elections if they are seen
by non-whites as the white party that wishes to go to war with non-whites?

The truth of the matter is that as long as there remains a Democrat Party that non-whites can call
home, there will be nothing that Republicans can do to keep them from flocking to it.

A strategy other than racial pandering is in order.
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